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Qatar is an emerging golf destination
that’s home to some of the fi nest golf
courses in the region, equipped with
state-of-the-art facilities.
Experience the art of golf at one of our
two world-class, USGA- standard golf
courses: the Doha Golf Club and Education
City Golf Club. These courses offer a wide
range of activities and experiences set
amid lush, green spaces in the heart of
Doha, Qatar’s capital city.
We’re one of the oldest golf destinations
in the region and have hosted the
Commercial Bank Qatar Masters since
1998. Strategically located at the
crossroads of East and West, Qatar is an
average flight time of six to seven hours
away from major international hubs. It
offers a mix of rich Arabian tradition and
heritage that’s played host to guests across

the globe for decades. With a range of
activities and itineraries suitable for every
type of trip and traveller, Qatar captures
the essence of the Middle East in one
accessible, safe, unmissable destination.
As we gear up to host the FIFA World
Cup Qatar 2022, we’re continually
investing in hospitality and new tourism
experiences. Our compact destination
boasts a multitude of unique offerings in
culture, sports, business and family
entertainment. Golf enthusiasts are spoilt
for choice here in Doha, with a host of
options to explore the city’s cultural sites,
world-class restaurants, beachfront luxury
hotels or the majesty of the desert.
Whether you plan to spend a few days in
destination or are just on a quick stop
over; don’t miss the Middle East’s best kept
secret and our golf course gems.

Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive and Chairman of Qatar Tourism,
His Excellency Mr Akbar Al Baker
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Seven

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

Zekreet Bedouin Tent experience;
time on the beach; Qanat Quartier,
The Pearl-Qatar; Souq Waqif
OPPOSITE PAGE: Doha Golf Club

reasons to book a
golf break in Qatar
Exceptional facilities, superb night golf and lots to do
when not on the course; just some of the great reasons to
come to Qatar for your next golf break, says Minty Clinch

THE DAWN OF GOLF

Doha Golf Club set the bar
high when it opened in 1998.
The sandscape was tamed by
desalination and recycled water
until lush grass carpeted the
desert. The 18-hole, Peter
Harradine-designed course has
gently undulating terrain, but
the 18-hole layout incorporates
dramatic limestone formations
that demand accurate shot
making. Reservoir lakes add to
the challenge.
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STATE OF THE ART

The Qatar Masters
European Tour tournament was
inaugurated shortly after the
Doha Club opened. It now
shares hosting rights with
Education City Golf Club.
Designer José María Olazábal
used an ancient wadi as the
focus: managing its quirks is
the key to success. No expense
has been spared on training
suites in an outstanding
Centre of Excellence.
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AFTER DARK

For night golf, Doha Golf
Club’s tough 9-hole course,
floodlit until 22.00, is the more
sophisticated option. Education
City offers a par-3, 9-hole
alternative and the innovative
6-hole Championship course.
The range and practise area are
also floodlit. This means that
golfers can practise until late at
night, with cooler temperatures
making it easier to enjoy the
game year-round.
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ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES

Qatar has excellent air
connections: national carrier
Qatar Airways, Skytrax Airline
of the Year 2021, currently
serves around 140 destinations,
with all flights connecting via
Doha. Hamad International
Airport, was recognised as Best
Airport in the World in the
2021 Skytrax World Airport
Awards: new additions to the
ultra-efficient hub include a
stunning water feature.
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A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP

Doha has more than 180
hotels, with a further 100 in
development. The Ritz Carlton,
set on an island in the lagoon, is
close to Doha Golf Club; the
rooms on the upper floors have
dazzling sea views. The
Intercontinental, Marriott
Marquis and Hilton are
convenient alternatives. Al
Messila, from the Marriott
Luxury Collection, is nearby
Education City Golf Club.
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SAFE AND
STRAIGHTFORWARD

Doha is easy to get to and to get
around and the city’s compact
size makes it a good choice for
everything from a city break to
a long relaxing holiday. Qatar is
also an exceptionally safe
destination with very low crime
rates. In 2021, Numbeo’s Crime
Index by City named Doha the
second-safest city in the world
and Qatar the safest country in
the world.

7

A CAMEL OR A FALCON?

Souq Waqif comes into its
own in the evening. See herds of
camels dozing in walled
compounds and falcons perched
on rails, before seeking out real
gold among stalls stretching
into infinity. There are also
world-class family-friendly malls
offering high street and luxury
brands, restaurants, cinemas,
ski slopes, live entertainment
and indoor play areas — there’s
so much to do on a night out.
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ACTIVE BREAKS FOR
SPORTY FAMILIES
DU R AT ION: T H R E E DAY S

Active breaks and adventurous activities
offer some of the best ways to experience
and appreciate Qatar’s natural beauty, from
towering dunes and desert areas to watery
wonders like the Inland Sea, its northerly
mangrove forests and the veritable
watersports havens of the Persian Gulf and
the Gulf of Bahrain.
From extreme sports to soft adventure
activities such as hiking and cycling, there’s
no shortage of active options to keep the
whole family occupied, even away from the
golf courses, ensuring everyone gets the
most out of their stay, racking up some
adventurously authentic and fun
experiences along the way.
DAY ON E

Qatar
three ways
6 Beyond Golf | 2021
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Qatar’s broad appeal suits
all sorts of travellers, from
active and sun-seeking
families to those grabbing
a last-minute stopover,
says Karl Cushing

Begin early in the cosmopolitan capital,
Doha, taking in the cooler morning air
with a sunrise walk or run along the
four-mile Corniche. Job done, refuel with
a hearty breakfast at one of the healthy
local eateries en route, such as recent
opening Thalatheen, with its nutritious,
plant-based menu.
Suitably recharged, it’s time to head to
Bir Zekreet, also known as Brouq Nature
Reserve on Qatar’s northwest coast. Here
you can hike or bike in the shadow of
mushroom-shaped rock formations and
escarpments while keeping an eye out for
old forts, abandoned film sets and artist
Richard Serra’s monumental East-West/
West-East installation.
Alternatively, trace the eastern coast
north from Doha to reach Al Thakira
Mangrove Forest, near Al Khor. Guided
kayaking tours among the mangrove forests
are a great bet for families with children of
any age. Everyone will enjoy learning about
this fragile ecosystem from the experienced
guides as they navigate the narrow
waterways, pointing out local wildlife such
as indigenous and migratory birds. Top it
all with a stroll along the walkway leading
to Purple Island and, perhaps, a picnic on
Al Thakhira Beach.
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

Later, back in Doha, return to the
Corniche to grab a sunset dinner dhow
cruise or take the family on a fun Middle
Eastern taste tour at Souq Waqif. In the
case of the latter, you could cap the
experience with yet more classic local
dishes at a restaurant such as Al Sufra, at
the Marsa Malaz Kempinski. That is, if
anyone’s still hungry after grazing on all
the tasty nibbles on offer at the stalls, from
stews and regag pancakes to ice creams and
sweet dumplings.

Souq Waqif; Katara
Cultural Village; alleyway
in Souq Waqif; Katara
Amphitheatre
PREVIOUS PAGE: Kite
surfing by the Corniche

DAY T WO

It’s time to head south out of Doha on a
full-day guided tour in Khor Al Adaid, the
desert region fanning out from Qatar’s
Inland Sea, which serves as Qatar’s
pre-eminent adventure playground.
The various desert safari options offered
here by local tour operators represent an
ideal option for adventurous families
thanks to the combination of activities such
as sandboarding, camel rides and quad bike
or ATV excursions. Families with teens will
love the high-octane, dune-bashing tours.
If you have time, consider overnighting
in a Bedouin-style desert camp, sampling
the nomadic tribe’s legendary hospitality,
which ranges from entertainment to
delicious barbecue dinners, before sleeping
under a blanket of stars. This can be
followed by activities such as refreshing dips
in the Inland Sea or simply appreciating the
majesty of the scenery, scaling the dunes to
marvel at the twinkling waters.
Other desert-based activities worth
considering include paragliding from atop
the sand dunes near Sealine Beach Resort.

Doha choice, along with options further
afield such as Zekreet and Fuwairit.
Families could also consider taking to the
water at facilities such as Regatta Sailing
Academy. Other popular sporting picks
include the Stallions or Warriors cricket
academies and Smash Tennis Academy.
Plus, there’s always the option of booking in
some diving lessons with local operators
such as Qatar’s Poseidon Dive Center and
Alghais Diving Center.
Come evening, schedule in an exploration
of the Katara Cultural Village area before
treating the family to a last memorable
dinner at a popular local restaurant such as
There There. And if anyone’s missing golf
too much, there’s always the option of
catching a few nocturnal holes at Education
City Golf Club.

DAY T H R EE
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W H ER E T O S TAY:
SH A RQ V I L L AGE & SPA
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It’s time to see what the capital has to offer,
starting early by taking the family on a
private sunrise hot air ballooning excursion
over Doha. Lasting around 45 minutes, it’ll
prove an unforgettable experience. Once
back on the ground, head over to Aspire
Zone in Al Waab. Visitors could spend days
exploring the active options on offer in this
vast sporting complex.
Good options for trying various
watersports include the country’s many
high-end hotels or Doha-based operators
such as Qatar Water Sport, Blue Pearl
Experience and Abe’s Doha Water Sports.
The latter offers everything from standup
paddleboarding and kayaking to sailing and
kitesurfing, with the Spit in Lusail a strong

This luxurious Ritz-Carlton property is a
great bet for sporty families who will
certainly apprecia te the opulent spa area,
well-served beach, pools and the variety of
watersports on offer. Other selling points
include the excellent Ritz-Kids Club and the
property’s stunning design, which emulates
an elegantly marbled Sheikh’s palace.

2021 | Beyond Golf
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DURATION: 48 HOURS

Everyone from business travellers adding
some downtime onto a work trip to leisure
travellers passing through on flights to
elsewhere will appreciate some time in this
popular transit hub — Doha’s compact
nature and logical layout help visitors make
the most of their time.
National carrier Qatar Airways’ Qatar
Stopover packages option, available on
outbound or inbound flights, takes care of
much of the planning. Local tour operators
can also tailor a range of stopover packages.
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DAY ONE

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:

Start your Doha discovery with an early
morning stroll along the four-mile
Corniche, the city’s beating heart. It’s a
great way to get your bearings and shake off
any lingering jet lag while getting your fill
of the scrolling West Bay skyline. Stop off
for a morning coffee along the way.
Defy the rising temperatures by checking
out some of the city’s world-class museums
and galleries. The Museum of Islamic Art is
one obvious starting point when it reopens
after temporary closure, with its fascinating
and unique range of artefacts, from
manuscripts and ceramics to textiles, set
amid exquisitely manicured grounds.
Continue your cultural tour at the

National Museum of
Qatar; Museum of Islamic
Art in Doha; some of the
exhibits at the Sheikh
Faisal Bin Qassim Al
Thani Museum; Qatar
National Library
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MAKING THE MOST
OF A STOPOVER

nearby National Museum of Qatar
(NMoQ), capped by a long lunch at its
excellent onsite restaurant, Jiwan. One of
the city’s latest big bang attractions, having
opened in 2019, NMoQ is the best place to
get an insight into the history of the
country and its people, the quality of its
exhibits matched only by the building’s
eye-catching design and the sumptuously
landscaped grounds, replete with
indigenous plants.
In the afternoon there are plenty of other
excellent and interesting options to
consider, such as Al Riwaq Art Space;
Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art; or
the Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al Thani
Museum, just out of town. Alternatively,

you could simply spend more time
exploring the city on foot, perhaps taking a
self-guided photography tour of some of the
incredible public art dotted across the city
— Gandhi’s Three Monkeys by Indian artist
Subodh Gupta; Louise Bourgeois’ huge
spider sculpture, Maman; and eL Seed’s 52
large ‘calligraffiti’ murals on Salwa Road
are just some of the highlights.
Sunset dhow cruises across the calm bay,
which leave from the Corniche and
typically last around 30 minutes to an hour,
help to bridge the space between day and
night. The lights on the traditional local
wooden fishing boats add to the experience,
perfect for those looking for a romantic
atmosphere for the evening.

2021 | Beyond Golf
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LEFT: Balcony of Japanese restaurant

Sora at Park Hyatt Doha
ABOVE: Dining at Sharq Village & Spa,
a Ritz-Carlton Hotel

After the sun sets, check the local events
calendar to see if anything appeals at the
city’s myriad hotel venues or in areas such
as Katara Cultural Village, which supports
a packed programme of music, performance
art and theatre. Then, having returned to
the hotel to freshen up, head back out and
enjoy a memorable dinner at one of the
city’s fabulous eateries such as Bayt Sharq,
or Nobu Doha at Four Seasons Hotel Doha.

IMAGES: QATAR TOURISM

DAY TWO
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Start the day with an exploration of
Msheireb Downtown, grabbing a caffeine
hit and snack at one of the many
Instagrammable coffeeshops, such as EL&N
or Caffeinated, before indulging in some
retail therapy at Msheireb Galleria, a
‘one-stop shop’ for major international
brands and luxury goods. The region is the
focus of the ongoing 75-acre Msheireb
Downtown Doha project, which is
transforming the former commercial area
into what’s hoped will be the most
sustainable downtown of any global capital.
Continue your shopping odyssey by
strolling to nearby Souq Waqif, stopping for
snaps and selfies at key locations such as the
Falcon Souq. The traditional-style market is
particularly popular with locals in the
cooler climes of evening, at which point,
having worked up an appetite, it’s time to

explore the excellent food offering. Local
staples worth trying include the
pancake-like regag, stuffed courgettes
(kousa mahshi) and sweet dumplings
flavoured with saffron and cardamom
(luqaimat), followed by a more substantial
traditional meal at one of the popular
eateries such as Al Jasra.
If you still have any energy left, check out
some of the city’s great nightlife options.
Manko at InterContinental Doha offers a
Parisian vibe with DJs and a cigar lounge,
while the Pisco Bar at Coya at the W Doha
and Sky View at La Cigale are among the
top-flight night venues, as well as the Vogue
Club at the Crowne Plaza Doha West Bay.
There are loads of great rooftop bars to
explore, too, plus al fresco shisha spots such
as the terrace at Four Seasons Doha. Look
out for good value ladies’ nights and happy
hour promotions, especially on weeknights.
WHERE TO STAY:
CROWNE PLAZA DOHA WEST BAY

Located in the prestigious West Bay area,
this five-star hotel is central for almost
every business and leisure destination you
might want to get to in Doha. Sixth floor
restaurant Nidaaya offers all day dining
from around the world in a stylish, lively
setting. There’s also a spa, pool and gym.
qatarairways.com/stopover
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INDULGENT BREAKS
FOR SUN-SEEKING
FAMILIES
DU R AT ION: SI X DAY S

Qatar’s balmy year-round temperatures and
world-class beaches, edged by the idyllic
waters of the Persian Gulf, ensure the
country is no slouch in the relaxing beach
breaks department.
Families will find a wealth of options
among the myriad top-flight hotels and
beach resorts, backed by an abundance of
entertainment and dining options. The
country’s dreamy beaches are lapped by
calm waters, ideal for little ones not to
mention watersports and fun activities.
With temperatures still around 25C come
December through February, it’s a solid
option for winter sun breaks, and Doha’s
excellent flight connections make the
country ideal for twin centre breaks, too.
DAY S ON E A N D T WO

As the main point of this type of break is to
relax and kick back, there’ll be no need for
rigid itineraries here, at least not for the
first days. In all reality, the family will be
more than entertained by the distractions
offered by their given hotel, maxing out the
pool and beach areas and migrating among
the various cafe and restaurant options, not
to mention the onsite entertainment and
activity programmes.
What’s more, many of the properties
— such as the Four Seasons and
Ritz-Carlton — feature excellent kids’ clubs
and childcare facilities, helping to fill the
days for little ones while ensuring some
valuable alone time for their parents.

DAY FOU R

Having whet the family’s appetite with
some Doha discoveries, encourage them to
spread their wings and explore a different
region of the country. One option is to head
north to try activities such as kayaking in
the Al Thakira mangroves.
Alternatively, head south on a half- or
full-day desert safari among the dunes of
Khor Al Adaid around the Inland Sea.
Desert safaris are one of the most popular
family activities in the country, enabling
kids and adults to choose from an
assortment of fun activities, such as
sandboarding and camel rides, with the
added option of overnighting in a desert
camp and sleeping under the stars.

Having indulged in quality downtime with
the family, it’s time to introduce them to
some of the capital’s local attractions.
Daytime suggestions include the
museums along the Corniche, stopping for
lunch at a family-friendly place such as the
Desert Rose Cafe or heading over to nearby
Souq Waqif. Visiting the Falcon Souq and
sampling tasty Qatari snacks from the
many stalls feature among the highlights at
the souq. And while you’re there, don’t
forget to check out popular restaurants such
as Parisa, with its crowd-pleasing Persian
dishes and exquisitely designed interiors.

14
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DAY T H R EE

DAY F I V E

You could be forgiven for choosing to spend
another day using the resort facilities,
possibly with a side trip to one of the
capital’s green spaces such Al Bidda Park or
Aspire Park. Another option would be to
head to one of the country’s best natural
beach areas for the day — try Fuwairit.
Alternatively, consider checking out
another of the many activity-backed resorts.
An excursion to Salwa Beach Resort,

around 60 miles from Doha, would enable
the family to see another part of the
country. There’s a marina, a two-mile
stretch of private beach and the Desert Falls
Water & Adventure Park, one of the largest
theme parks in the entire region.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Slides at

the water park at Hilton Salwa Beach
Resort & Villas; Four Seasons Hotel Doha

DAY SI X

Qatar is one of the best places in the world
to see whale sharks: they gather in their
hundreds off the north-eastern coast
between March and September. Qatar
Airways’ destination management
company, Discover Qatar, is planning to
launch an excursion that will give travellers
the chance to see these gentle giants along
with other majestic creatures such as
bottlenose and spinner dolphins. Other
attractions include the UNESCO World
Heritage Site of Al Zubarah, a coastal town.
W H ER E T O S TAY:

Families are spoilt for choice among Doha’s
five-star hotel stock but they can’t go wrong
with The Ritz-Carlton. Standout facilities
include the excellent spa and gym area and
indoor and outdoor pools, while the
property’s location on a private island adds
to the air of exclusivity.
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Growing
the game
Qatar’s golf clubs are teed up for all players — women,
children and families are welcomed and
encouraged, says Kaye Holland

IMAGE: QATAR TOURISM
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ware that golf needs to diversify
if the game is to grow, a number
of new efforts are underway to
advance golf in Qatar and get new players
into the game. Both Doha Golf Club and
Education City Golf Club have developed
programmes — from ladies’ mornings to
children’s packages — designed to open
their doors to women, families and
younger people.
Leading the charge to diversify golf in
Qatar is Education City Golf Club. Covering
an area of 4.5sq miles, the complex features
a José María Olazábal-designed 18-hole
Championship course that’s hosted the
two most recent Commercial Bank Qatar
Masters. Its first few holes lead up to an
ancient wadi wall; there’s also a 6-hole
introduction course, a floodlit 9-hole,
par-3 course, a driving range featuring
Power Tee and TrackMan technology
and — the icing on the cake — the
Centre of Excellence.
This state-of-the-art training centre is

“unlike anything I’ve ever seen”, said
Education City Golf Club’s general
manager, Michael Braidwood, who’s worked
in the golf industry for 30 years.
Braidwood continued: “The centre offers
five high-tech golf tuition studios, an indoor
putting lab, a gym and a private tuition
area for Muslim ladies who can learn and
practise golf in privacy, meaning they don’t
need to wear their abaya.”
Women are certainly at the forefront of
Education City’s effort to grow golf in
Qatar. “Our ladies’ section is very active,
with ladies’ golfing mornings, Get Into Golf
courses (a four-week programme with
weekly one-hour lessons to introduce
women to golf in a fun way, which costs
QR740) and private lessons with our female
pro, Rachel, specifically targeting Qatari
ladies,” said Braidwood.
There are also ongoing efforts to increase
children’s participation through a junior
golf development programme called ‘Play to
Par’ (QR600 for four weeks), which focuses
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LEFT, CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP: Family golf lessons

at Education City; tuition
from experts at Education
City; on the Education
City course

not only on golf but also on the key areas
(including mobility, motor skills and
coordination) of a child’s cognitive
development. “We have well over 250
children — of which half are girls — on our
database and run regular junior
tournaments,” Braidwood commented.
The junior tournament isn’t the only
event that Education City organises; there’s
also a monthly night golf tournament on its
par-3 course, specifically for families.
Braidwood explained: “When we opened
Education City Golf Club in 2019, our aim
was to be a true family-friendly golf
destination. We’ve placed great care and
attention on attracting all demographics to
the sport and are very pleased with the
uptake from women and girls.
“Our holistic facilities have made this
easier; this, along with support from some
of our corporate partners, has allowed us to
put on classes and events that specifically
target female and family participation.”
Over on the other side of Qatar’s capital,
Doha Golf Club — which boasts an 18-hole
course designed by renowned golf architect
Peter Harradine — is also seeking to bring
greater diversity to the game through its
Get Into Golf programme.

The affordable package (five classes cost
QR300, while 10 classes come in at QR500)
exposes golf to families and non-golfers
who might be deterred from trying the
game because of its traditional price point.
In September, when summer has beaten a
retreat, dedicated ladies’ mornings and
junior programmes resume.
“At Doha Golf Club, we believe golf is
more than a sport,” said Elena Gonzalez,
head of marketing and communications.
“Golf teaches us important life lessons such
as sportsmanship, hard work, honesty and
patience. If we want the game to survive
and thrive, we need to make golf more
welcoming and affordable for everyone.”
All told, Qatar is making an
extraordinary effort to become a world-class
golfing destination and attract more
women and children.

Golf teaches us
important life lessons
such as sportsmanship,
hard work, honesty
and patience.
2021 | Beyond Golf
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hile Qatar is perfect for a golf
break, not everyone wants to
spend every minute on the
course. Combining excellent golf with spa,
culture and fine dining are all ideal options
for some time beyond the greens.

Golf and spa

Whether it’s an excellent meal
after a round, a spa treatment for
golfers — or their partners — or
a dip into Qatar’s cultural
offerings, there’ s plenty to
do beyond the course,
finds Stuart Forster
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DISCOVER
DOHA

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
LEFT: Doha Golf Club;

Coya Doha; Education
City Golf Club; Sharq
Village & Spa

Should a round of golf come before or after
an excellent spa treatment? Golfers visiting
Qatar can try both options.
The nation’s leading golf club’s
Championship-standard courses offer
golfers early tee times, which leave much
of the day free for business or leisure and
relaxation. Doha Golf Club’s lush 18-hole
course is less than a 20-minute drive from
the Corniche. The drive westward to
Education City Golf Club takes a similar
time from the waterfront attraction.
Challenging yet enjoyable to play in the
relative cool of a Qatari morning, players
heading away from the 18th holes can
feel that they have every right to treat
themselves to a wellness session in one
of Qatar’s numerous upscale spas after
completing their rounds.
Doha Golf Club opened in 1998, while
Education City Golf Club opened for play
as recently as 2019. In addition to wellmaintained 18-hole courses, both clubs
feature floodlit nine-hole options that
present visitors to Qatar with opportunities
for a round after nightfall. Playing the
par-3 holes at night means being able to
complete business meetings first or spend
the daytime sightseeing or in a spa before
heading to the course.
Several of Qatar’s leading spas are in
upscale Doha hotels. The Heavenly Spa
by Westin is a tranquil space accessible
to travellers via day memberships. After
swinging their clubs over 18 holes, golfers
can take a dip in the pool, sweat in the
sauna and try a range of treatments. Opting
for a 90-minute signature massage is the
perfect way of easing golf-induced aches and
strains. Anyone pressed for time may prefer
to opt for the 50-minute workout massage.
The symmetrical architecture of the Jaula
Spa & Club at the Grand Hyatt Doha Hotel
& Villas is inspired by royal palace designs.
Easy on the eye, it features a swimming
pool and fitness area with free weights

plus cardiovascular training equipment.
Featuring a light lunch, the Grand Royal
treatment package provides golfers with an
incentive to complete rounds in a timely
manner: a facial, body polish, algae wrap
and aromatherapy massage.
The Four Seasons Hotel Doha’s wellness
centre opens at 6am every day, so the steam
room and hydrotherapy pool may tempt
early risers to postpone tee-off times until
later in the day. The ice room, though,
is ideal for cooling down after a round
while encouraging the recovery of muscles
taxed by fairways and bunkers. Treatments
include a 90-minute body ritual featuring
exfoliation plus a massage focusing on the
neck and back. Beyond therapeutic sports
massages, the wellness team offers Thai,
Balinese and hot stone therapies.
Inspired by Qatari architecture and
incorporating traditional design elements,
the Ritz-Carlton’s Sharq Village & Spa
provides views of Doha’s dynamic skyline.
The spa has plunge pools to sink into after
time in the sauna and steam room. Day
memberships allow visitors to stay from
seven in the morning until midnight. Up
to 80 of those minutes of relaxation can be
spent being kneaded during a massage. The
hot stone and deep tissue treatments are
well suited to golfers’ needs.
Golf and fine dining

Doha’s leading restaurants are a short drive
from the city’s golf courses. Talented chefs
from around the world put their skills to
good use in top restaurants, with a wide
choice of global cuisines available.
Many golfers enjoy time socialising at the
19th hole almost as much as playing the
previous 18. The terrace of Doha Golf Club’s
Arabian-style, white-fronted clubhouse
offers fine views onto a neatly maintained
course with eight lakes. The clubhouse’s
Spikes Lounge serves international dishes
including nasi goreng, penne arrabbiata and
rib-eye steak. Education City Golf Club’s
Green restaurant is also a family-friendly
dining space with seating both indoors
and outdoors, and views of the course. The
menu includes salads and sushi.
Morning finishes for rounds played on
Fridays and Saturdays offer up the chace
to socialise over a leisurely brunch. Sabai
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Doha Golf

club; Hakkasan private dining area;
dessert at Four Seasons Doha

Qatar’s culinary diversity
presents food-loving golfers with
plenty of dining choices once
they step off the course

complete a full turn and is an insider tip
for a seafood dinner on Thursdays, which
regulars know as ‘lobster night’.
For fine dining with a Cantonese twist,
it’s hard to look past a table at Hakkasan
Doha, at The St Regis Doha. Saturday dim
sum may appeal to golfers who finish in
time for a relaxing lunch. Crispy venison
and morel mushroom are among the
choices for flavourful dim sum baskets.
The restaurant’s signature menus make
it easy to sit back and enjoy a selection of
beautifully presented dishes.
Nobu Doha, at the Four Seasons Hotel
Doha, serves modern Japanese cuisine
with memorable waterfront views from its
rooftop terrace. Rock shrimp tempura and
black cod yuzu miso are just two of many
exquisitely presented dishes designed by
celebrated chef Nobuyuki Matsuhisa.
Sora, at the Park Hyatt and a few blocks
back from Doha’s waterfront, is another
highly rated Japanese restaurant. On the
21st floor, there’s no better place to watch
the sun go down after seeing it ascend
during a morning round of golf. In addition
to sushi and sashimi, plates of charcoalgrilled meats are ideal for sharing while
talking over the day’s events.
Qatar’s culinary diversity presents foodloving golfers with plenty of dining choices
once they step off the course.
Golf and culture

IMAGES: QATAR TOURISM

Thai restaurant, set within The Westin
Doha Hotel & Spa, serves its sumptuous
Royal Thai Brunch from 12.30pm until
4pm. Flavour-packed house specials of
beef rendang and panang-style lobster
curry make this an attractive place to dine
throughout the week too. Vegetable pad
thai counts among the many dishes suitable
for vegetarian diners.
Chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten’s
contemporary Continental cuisine is served
at Market by Jean-Georges in the W Doha.
The French chef’s grilled dishes include
black onyx tenderloin and a Wagyu rib-eye.
Cut by Wolfgang Puck is another Doha
dining space in which Wagyu beef is
expertly prepared. Located within the
chic Mondrian Doha, where the upper
floors offer views over Doha Golf Club, the
restaurant’s tomahawk steak is ideal to share
with someone special after time out on
the course. Reclining within Arabian-style
tents is an option on the same premises at
Walima, serving Middle Eastern dishes.
The short drive to the waterfront
Pearl-Qatar means being able to dine at
the opulent Yasmine Palace. The dining
complex features colourful, beautifully
crafted Arabian interiors including private
rooms that are ideal for continuing business
discussions that began on the fairway.
Selecting one of the feasts removes the need
to pick a la carte choices to share succulent,
lightly spiced grilled meats or seafood
representative of the region’s cuisine.
Anyone with their head in the clouds
after an outstanding round of golf is
likely to feel at home in Doha’s only
revolving restaurant. Three Sixty serves
predominantly Mediterranean cuisine on
the 47th floor of the 980ft Torch Doha. The
panoramic restaurant takes 90 minutes to

BEYON D G OLF

Qatar has plenty of cultural attractions to
be explored after an early round of golf.
Playing Education City Golf Course places
art aficionados conveniently close to the
Mathaf: Arab Museum of Modern Art. The
institution’s vast and fascinating permanent
collection encompasses sculptures,
paintings and calligraphy, examining
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT:
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Chef Morimoto, famous
chef who plays golf in
Qatar; Grand Hyatt Doha
Hotel & Villas; Al Jalsa
Lobby Lounge, Sharq
Village & Spa
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themes revolving around life in the Gulf.
Heading eastwards from Education City
towards the Corniche means passing Qatar
National Library. Designed by leading
architect Rem Koolhaas, it’s one of several
striking contemporary buildings that make
Doha a rewarding destination for those who
appreciate architecture. The spacious and
serene interior houses the Heritage Library,
in which handcrafted Quranic manuscripts,
maps and navigational instruments are
displayed. Historic books, photos and globes
are also on show.
The Museum of Islamic Art is
temporarily closed, but is very special and
shouldn’t be missed when it reopens. Due
to the depth of the collection, it may be
worth visiting on a non-playing day, to
maximise time browsing. The angular
building on the Corniche was designed
by acclaimed architect I M Pei. The broad
collection features historic artefacts such as
mosque lamps, a ninth-century astrolabe
and a tiled cenotaph from Uzbekistan
bearing an early example of the Thuluth
script. Another of Doha’s well-regarded
restaurants, IDAM by Alain Ducasse, serves
modern Mediterranean dishes spiced with
Arabian flavours on the museum’s fifth
floor. The adjacent MIA Park offers views
along the Corniche and hosts Richard
Serra’s towering 80ft metal 7 sculpture.
From MIA Park, it’s a short hop to the
National Museum of Qatar. Inspired by the
shape of a desert rose, French architect Jean
Nouvel designed the striking contemporary
building. The palace of Sheikh Abdullah
bin Jassim Al Thani, a seat of government
for a quarter of a century, stands in the
museum’s courtyard. Across 11 galleries,
this institution utilises artefacts, aromas,
sounds and images to convey the story
of Qatar. It’s also possible to taste Qatari
cuisine in Jiwan, a stylish restaurant with
dune-like dining pods on the rooftop.
For further insights into contemporary
Qatari culture, it’s worth exploring the
streets around the Souq Waqif. Stalls at
the traditional Arabian market stay open
well into the evening. Clothing, souvenirs

The dates sold at the
market are ideal for
slipping into golf bags
for a mid-round
energy boost
and attractively stacked aromatic spices
count among the array of goods offered for
sale. The dates sold at the market are ideal
for slipping into golf bags for a mid-round
energy boost. Browsing the neighbouring
Gold Souq may result in finding a highvalue item to take home. The Souq Waqif
Art Center champions creativity, and
visitors can browse artworks, as well as the
ornate, retro-influenced interior.
Less than a 10-minute drive from Doha
Golf Club, Katara Cultural Village presents
opportunities to meet creative people and
celebrate Qatari heritage. The village’s
centrepiece is a modern interpretation of
a Greco-Arabian amphitheatre that has
5,000 seats to view outdoor shows. An
indoor theatre plus an opera house that’s
home to the Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra
are additional reasons to check out the
programme. With a planetarium, garden
and beach, this multifaceted attraction is a
fascinating place to spend time.
A 30-minute drive along the Dukhan
Highway at Al Samriya, the Sheikh Faisal
Bin Qassim Al Thani Museum is one of
the world’s largest private museums. The
diverse collection is housed in a fortresslike building with turrets. Weaponry,
fossils, Islamic art and 600 fully functional
vehicles make the museum ideal for visiting
on a rest day from golf. The institution’s
collection of historic carpets is displayed in
a museum on the sixth floor of the Marriott
Marquis City Center Doha Hotel.
Culture-loving golfers looking to play in
spring sunshine are likely to enjoy visiting
Qatar during March, when the Doha
Cultural Festival celebrates music, dance
and theatre, making it one of the bright
spots of the cultural calendar.
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Adventurous times

IMAGE: ALAMY

From high-octane thrills and adrenaline-pumping
pursuits to more sedate, ‘soft’ adventures, you’ll
be spoilt for choice in Qatar, reports Karl Cushing
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T

he Khor Al Adaid Desert region is the setting
for many of Qatar’s more adventurous activities,
with local operators’ ever-popular desert safaris
enabling visitors to choose from a smorgasbord of
authentic, exciting experiences such as 4X4 dune
bashing excursions and camel rides.
From rock climbing and canyoning to hot air
ballooning and skydiving, the options are endless,
although it’s not necessary to be a complete adrenaline
junkie or petrolhead to get the most out of your trip.
Hiking and cycling are just two of the more accessible
options available, while a gentle jog or stroll along the
Corniche is an excellent way to start the day in Doha.
Supporting a wide range of facilities spread across
620 acres, Aspire Zone — also known as Doha Sports
City — is another rich resource helping travellers get
their fill of active adventure in the capital. From
running tracks and racquet sport courts to football
pitches and other green areas, there’s much to enjoy.
There’s even a strong sports medicine offering, centred
on the Aspetar facility, while soothing birdsong,
relayed through the onsite speakers, gives the feeling of
exercising amid nature.
Desert thrills

Adventures among the dune-filled desertscapes of Khor
Al Adaid may start out placidly enough, with a gentle
ride out of Doha in a four-wheel-drive vehicle, but come
the arrival at Sealine, where the driver pauses to let
some air out of their tyres on the desert edge, it’s time
to let the games begin.
If football is the national sport, then dune bashing
must be a close second in Qatar. It’s almost a point of
pride among drivers to scare passengers witless, the
occasional pause in proceedings giving just enough
time to consider thoughts such as ‘he’s not really
thinking of going up there, is he?’ before a floored

throttle propels you up a near-vertiginous incline,
where you might very well pause to take in the views of
the surrounding dunes and the twinkling waters of the
inland sea, before careering down the other side at
breakneck speed, on to the next challenge.
Needless to say, it’s all good, wholesome fun, and
getting flung about in the back of a lurching Land
Cruiser is a rite of passage when in Qatar.
Other activities on offer around Khor Al Adaid’s
desert camps include camel riding and sandboarding,
which will have visitors grinning ear to ear as their
skills improve and they start carving up the dunes like
a pro. Quad bike and fat bike excursions are also
popular, with no previous experience necessary.
Half- or full-day excursions are available, while
overnighting allows more time for activities such as
swimming in the Inland Sea. Plus, you can enjoy
traditional Bedouin-style desert hospitality, including
barbecue banquets, tasty karak tea and fireside shisha
sessions before sleeping under, or snapping, the star-filled
sky. All in all, it’s the perfect, flexible adventure.

RIGHT: Desert Safari

& Sealine Camp
PREVIOUS PAGES: Dune

bashing in Sealine Sand
Dunes, Mesaieed, Doha
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Conditions may be hot and arid, with mountains and
valleys notable by their absence, but visitors can still
expect a great range of hiking opportunities, from
desert dunes to invigorating coastal encounters and
routes such as the Umm Bab trail.
Zekreet is one of the best bets, lying about 50 miles
from Doha. Star of the show is the monumental
landscape, home to the crescent-shaped Bay of Zekreet
and Ras Zekreet promontory, which juts alluringly into
the bay, the wind-carved, mushroom-domed outcrops
further adding to the photogenic topography.
Sights include Umbrella Rock Mountain, Zekreet
Fort and the abandoned film set known as Film City,
while artist Richard Serra’s monumental East-West/
West-East installation is an Instagram dream.

IMAGE: ALAMY

Take a hike
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Fuwairit, one of the country’s best beach areas, is
another great spot, with one nice easy option taking
visitors along the beach to Al Mafjar, via Al Ghariyah.
The area is also a good spot to try other activities such
as kitesurfing.
Standing at just 338ft above sea level, Qurayn Abu al
Bawl, in the south west, marks Qatar’s highest point.
Options here include hiking to Abu Samra, possibly
heading on to destinations such as Al Mashrab if you’re
feeling particularly adventurous.
Other areas to consider include Ash Shaqra, in the Al
Wakrah region, around 30 miles south of Doha.
Speaking of which, options in the capital itself include
the four-mile-long bayside Corniche, Al Bidda Park and
the running and walking tracks at Aspire Park.

Images of wildlife-rich
enforested waterways
might not be the first thing
that springs to mind when
thinking of Qatar
Become a rock star

Take a ride

IMAGE: QATAR TOURISM

The Olympic Cycling Lane, a car-free, two-lane gem
stretching from Doha to Al Bayt Stadium, near Al
Khor, offers a 41-mile circular route with ample
parking at each end. Plus, dedicated cycle paths now
follow major arteries such as the Shamal Road, with
the Doha-to-Al Ruwais route among the longer
distance options.
Safe places for little ones to gain some confidence
include Doha Festival City mall’s 1.7-mile cycling track,
and cyclists can even try out the Losail International
circuit on Wednesday evenings between October and
June, with Tuesday evenings reserved for women and
children. Plus, there’s a handy onsite bike hire service.
Fat bikes and mountain bikes open up dunes, sandy
beaches and scrubland. Key focuses include the Zekreet
peninsula and the Al Khor MTB trail around Fuwairit.
More high-adrenaline options include racing fat bikes
down Khor Al Adaid’s towering dunes, which play a key
role in off-road events like the Al Adaid Desert Challenge.
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LEFT: Camel ride,

Khor Al Adaid

Facilities such as Aspire’s Esqalar outdoor climbing wall
notwithstanding, it’s the aforementioned Bir Zekreet,
also known as the Brouq Peninsula, that gets rock
climbers’ pulses racing. Found on the west coast,
approximately 60 miles north west of Doha, it’s part
of the UNESCO-designated Al Reem Biosphere
Reserve. Its impressive escarpments, wind-worn,
mushroom-shaped rocky outcrops and challenging
limestone walls appeal to this group of adventurers;
the established routes denoted by florid names such as
The Crack, Tiger and Spanish Angel.
Top sites for those interested in caving and
bouldering include Musfur Sinkhole, in Umm Al
Shabrum. The country’s largest known sinkhole, or
cenote, it may serve as the entrance to a wider cave
system. Either way, its supersized features provide a
scenic backdrop to many an Instagram image.
Paddle power

Images of wildlife-rich enforested waterways
might not be the first thing that springs to
mind when thinking of Qatar but head to the Al
Thakira mangrove forests around Purple Island,
on the northeastern coast near Al Khor, and that’s
exactly what you’ll find.
Visitors can access the island via the scenic,
forest-flanked walkway through the mangroves,
stopping for a picnic on the fine stretches of beach. The
more adventurous, however, take to the water, a kayak
offering an enjoyable way to experience the majesty of
this fascinating, yet fragile ecosystem.
High tide marks the best time for guided kayaking
excursions to navigate the waterways and inlets
secreted among the trees, getting close up views of the
wildlife that finds a home among the mangroves and
their salt-encrusted pencil roots — from crabs and fish
to migratory birds such as flamingos — learning about
the local ecology from the experienced guides.
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Sail away

Qatar enjoys great sailing conditions year-round. The
best facilities are to be found in Doha, where South
Marina Yacht Club, Qatar Sails and Regatta Sailing
Academy feature among visitors’ first ports of call. The
latter, with bases at Katara Cultural Village and the
Four Seasons Marina, is a particularly good bet. In
addition to organising regattas throughout the year it
offers everything from junior and adult dinghy sailing
courses to yacht courses, windsurfing and powerboat
instruction. Clients can also hire boats or work towards
internationally recognised accreditations such as RYA
Yachtmaster and Day Skipper.
Those in search of an authentic, local experience can
try their hand at dhow racing courtesy of operators
such as Doha Marine Sports Club. After all, why settle
for grabbing a dhow cruise from Doha’s Corniche when
you can have a go at sailing one yourself?
Get a room

A relaxing retreat at Salwa Beach Resort, around 60
miles from Doha, is perfect for family-friendly active
breaks, backed by a marina and a two-mile stretch of
private beach.
There’s diving and snorkelling on offer at its Oasis
Marine World and a wide range of rejuvenating
treatments at the luxury eforea Spa. Factor in the 20-plus
food and beverage concepts such as Levantine, Souk
Kitchen and The League, a laid-back sports bar concept,
and you’ve got the makings of a memorable break.
The undoubted star of the show is its Desert Falls
Water and Adventure Park. Open daily, it’s one of the
region’s largest theme parks, featuring a plethora of
pool areas and rides, from inner tube slides and the
twin-tube King Cobra to its Surfing Dunes surf
simulator. New options under development include a
climbing and canyoning experience, and the Desert
Street Circuit karting track.

Fly a kite

Kitesurfing offers some of the best outdoor fun to be
had in Qatar and it’s a staple offering among local
watersports operators. It’s best done in the first half of
the year, with some of the best conditions found in
Zikreet, Al Mafjar and Mesaieed’s Sealine Beach, with
Fuwairit a good bet for beginners. Doha-based
adrenaline junkies, meanwhile, make the most of the
facilities at the Spit, in Lusail, alongside other exciting
pursuits such as wakeboarding.
Take to the air

Paragliding is another thrilling extreme sport to
try in Qatar, gifting visitors an unrivalled birds’-eye
view as they soar above the coastal landscape and
desert areas. Top spots to have a go include the dunes
around Sealine Beach Club, where local operators such
as Sky Masters also offer activities such as wingsuit
flying. For a gentler way to see those panoramic views,
try the Discover Qatar by Sky hot air balloon ride,
taking off early in the morning so you can see sunrise
from the air before breakfast on landing.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:

Film City in the Ras Brouq
reserve, near Zekreet;
kayaking in the mangroves;
Paragliding; Aspire Tower
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Doha-based Skydive Qatar, based at the Al Khor
airfield, north of Doha, was the local skydiving pioneer
and remains the country’s best option for freefall fans.
The extreme sports trailblazer offers everything from
beginner-friendly tandem skydives to wingsuit flying,
backed by a programme of instructor training courses.
What’s more, customers will walk away with a video
and photographic record of their adventure, to prove
they were brave enough.
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Freefall for Qatar
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Essentials
Need-to-know information for booking and
making the best of a golf trip to Qatar

Doha Golf Club

DOHA GOLF CLUB

EDUCATION CITY GOLF CLUB

GETTING TO QATAR

Established: 1998

Established: 2019

Award-winning National carrier Qatar Airways flies

Designed by: Peter Harradine

Designed by: José María Olazábal

to around 130 destinations in Africa, the Americas,

Par: 72

Par: 72

Asia-Pacific, Europe and the Middle East, with all flights

Yardage: 7,437 yards from

Yardage: 7,306 yards from

connecting through Doha. The airline accepts any sporting

Championship tees

Championship tees

equipment, including golf bags and clubs, as checked

Green fee: Ranging from QR795 to

Green fee: From QR995 (for the

baggage as part of the free checked baggage allowance.

QR350 based on season

18-hole Championship course) to

Number of pieces and weight vary depending on class and

Course: 18-hole Championship

QR230 (for the 6-hole

destination, but start at 25kg for Economy Classic, rising

course; 9-hole Academy course

Championship course)

to 50kg for those flying in First Elite. qatarairways.com

(par-27)

Course: 18-hole Championship

Telephone: +974 4496 0777

course; 6-hole Championship

For more ideas about tours and excursions, go to

Website: dohagolfclub.com

course; 9-hole par-3 course

discoverqatar.qa.

Online booking: Available

Telephone: +974 7773 7973

Find out more about Qatar at: visitqatar.qa

FIFA World Cup prebooking:

Website: ecgolf.com

To find out more about golf in Qatar, visit: golfinqatar.qa

available at their website

Online booking: Available

BOOK YOUR DISCOVER QATAR GOLF PACKAGE HERE
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THE MAIN CLUBS

golf inqatar.qa

